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On November 24, 2016, Colombian citizens 
and the international community were 
closely following President Juan Manuel 
Santos’ announcing the signing of the peace 

agreement to put an end to the over-five-decade-long 
armed conflict with the FARC. This milestone started 
the path toward disarmament, which the UN finally 
certified on June 26, 2017, the date from which the 
history of post-conflict started to be written. 

The FARC handed in their weapons and now the 
country is facing a new “war”: The fight against poverty 
and for reconciliation that–although it has always 
been present–now that the guns are silenced, takes on 
historic prominence and entails a responsibility that 
will undoubtedly mark Colombia’s success as a society 
and true rule of law.

The front pages of the main newspapers started to 
change from war to the fight against corruption in both 
public and private sectors, while in some regions fear is 
slowly being converted into social empowerment and a 
new roads toward progress. 

The chapter on reconciliation represents an 
unprecedented effort. It is about building trust among 
the population that–after more than 50 years of conflict 
and lagging development, especially in rural areas–must 
be an active part of the reconstruction of the social 
fabric, now without the smokescreen that weapons 
caused before.

And how does peAce Become A fActor in 
overcoming poverty?

Speaking of peace is not only putting an end to armed 
conflict. Speaking of sustainable peace requires raising 
citizens’ life quality indicators, via improvements in 
their income, as well as access to good healthcare and 
education, building social housing and infrastructures, 
boosting employment, improving security, promoting 
guarantees for democracy and participation and 
fostering reconciliation and respect for the standards of 
harmonious coexistence and solidarity. 

In general, speaking of peace is building a country that 
provides equitable access to the entire social offering 
that the state has designed so that citizens overcome 
multidimensional poverty. This must be accompanied 
by private investment to assure the growth and 
development of the country’s industry and services.

ReCoveRINg TRUST ReqUIReS weAvINg A SoCIAl 
FoUNdATIoN STARTINg wITh RURAl ISSUeS

Now the challenge begins in earnest to restore the 
social fabric and create mechanisms that generate trust 
in all senses: overcoming poverty, corruption and other 
forms of violence, and the sense of division among the 
Colombians. 

The places where the conflict consolidated are today 
the territories with the greatest setbacks and imminent 
needs, which put to the test the efficacy of the actions 
centered on social inclusion and reconciliation (see 
figure 1).

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D_ZQB5I8qh90
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D_ZQB5I8qh90
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INSTITUTIoNAl STRUCTURe, yeS! 
BUT woRkINg IN CooRdINATIoN

Today, Colombians are finally starting to believe 
again in a new and better future, putting the efficacy 
of the national government’s strategies to test. The 
government’s challenge focuses in a suitable inter-
institutional coordination that allows to reach the 
territory with an articulated offering. This must enable 
to see results quickly, particularly in the five cross-
cutting core areas for overcoming multidimensional 
poverty: health, education, work, housing and public 
services, and protection of children and youth (see 
figure 2). 

during the two governing terms of President 
Santos, over 5.1 million Colombians have risen out of 
multidimensional poverty. however, there are still eight 
million entrenched in this category. This task will take 
several years and–indeed–several governments that 
cannot let their guard down.1

The state will have to increase 
its institutional entry into and 
coverage of post-conflict regions–
most of them rural–, which are 
three times poorer than urban 
settings.

Along this line, post-conflict 
actions must be focused on the 
municipalities selected for this 
purpose, not only via programs 
and the provision of wellbeing 
and services, but also via 
instruments to develop regional 
public management skills and 
abilities.

Post-conflict entails effectively transforming the 
rural environment and improving this population’s 
living conditions, which involves identifying factors 
to stimulate regional development to handle these 
conditions via state social policies, programs, plans and 
projects, which must include:

• Strengthening food and nutritional safety 
mechanisms, guaranteeing 100 % access, coverage 
and quality. deaths from malnutrition in Colombia 
must be brought down to zero.

• Development of social and community 
infrastructures to drive forward the progress of 
rural communities. Access to drinking water and 
electricity must be a priority.

• Promotion of activities and schemes to generate 
sustainable earnings, establishing a more dynamic 
participation of rural markets.

“Today, Colombians are finally 
starting to believe again in a 

new and better future, putting 
the efficacy of the national 

government’s strategies to test.”

figure 1. focusing of social prosperity’s tasks in colombia
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Source: Social Prosperity, 2017

• Generation and formalization 
of rural employment as a 
social inclusion measure, 
organizing urban-regional 
development to ensure 
production inclusion.

• Creation of mechanisms 
that guarantee access to 
quality education under equal 
conditions.

 1. DANE informative technical bulletin: Monetary and multidimensional poverty 2016 (March 2017), https://www.dane.gov.co/files/investigaciones/
condiciones_vida/pobreza/bol_pobreza_16.pdf 
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BUSINeSS owNeRS: The key FoR BUIldINg A New 
CoUNTRy

The struggle to make post-conflict a strategy for 
development is an arduous task for the governments 
to come, which must be led by international business 
owners and investors that come together and join forces 
to define and jumpstart this vision of a new country.

Business owners and entrepreneurs will have to prepare 
to understand the new rules that shape a new stage, with 
multiple actors simultaneously playing under conditions 
that are still not fully known and with a general public 
that is at times the referee and other times the main 
character in the writing of this new story.

The promotion of respect and solidarity could perhaps be 
the greatest challenge in a country that is polarized not 
only by war, but also by the politicization of the process. 
National elections are approaching, and the transition 
toward this new stage will require the steady support 
of the business sector. Today the road toward peace in 
Colombia is first casting its eye on fighting poverty.

figure 2. poverty decrease curve 

Source: Social Prosperity, 2017.
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AMO is the leading global partnership of corporate and 
financial communications consultancies. 

Our best-in-class approach brings together local-market 
leaders with unrivalled knowledge of stakeholder 
perceptions, financial markets and cross-border 
transactions in the key financial centers of Europe, Asia 
and the Americas.

Providing sophisticated communications counsel for 
reputation management, M&A and capital market 
transactions, media relations, investor relations and 
corporate crises, our partner firms have established 
relationships with many S&P 500, FTSE 100, SMI, 
CAC 40, IBEX 35 and DAX 30 companies.

www.amo-global.com

Developing Ideas by LLORENTE & CUENCA is a hub 
for ideas, analysis and trends. It is a product of the 
changing macroeconomic and social environment we 
live in, in which communication keeps moving forward 
at a fast pace. 

Developing Ideas is a combination of global 
partnerships and knowledge exchange that identifies, 
defines and communicates new information paradigms 
from an independent perspective. Developing Ideas 
is a constant flow of ideas, foreseeing new times for 
information and management.

Because reality is neither black nor white,  
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